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Recover or restore your Word or PDF file with all its original properties intact. Word Recovery software quickly scans your
entire hard drive and creates a highly-optimized file-structure. This makes your Word files searchable and opens your Word
documents faster. Word Recovery Software delivers instant recovery and recovery from the most-common file-corruption

problems, such as Corrupted XML, XLS, DOC, PPT, RTF, JPEG, TIFF, TGA, GIF, MP3, and many more. Create and restore
your Word files with ease. Support Unicode and ANSI text, combine several Word files, and recover from corrupt/truncated

Word files. Get started in seconds and recover within minutes. Word Recovery is a handy tool to recover corrupted or missing
Word files from all popular Windows versions. Get Word Recovery now! RECOGNIZE when you need it and when you don't.
Image Recognition Software recognizes images in your Windows hard disk to help you find the file or files you are looking for.

So, the next time you or someone else needs to find a file, you can just start Image Recognition Software to recognize the
picture. You can find a file using your company's logo, a photo of your child's art, or a photo of your recently found holiday

vacation. Image Recognition Software will return a list of the images that are associated with your search term. Also, there is a
built-in dictionary to help you find the perfect match for your search term. RECOGNIZE your photos. Photo Recovery
Software will search the hard drive and locate all of the images on it. If you have Windows XP Media Center Edition or

Windows XP Home Edition, you can even find all of your digital photos (also known as JPEG, JPEG-2000, TIFF, GIF and
other image formats) and scan them into your own collection. You will then be able to view your photos on your PC, and print
them or even view them on your TV. FIX FILE EXTENSIONS. File Repair Software can help you repair common file types,

such as DOC, EXE, PPT, TIF, TGA, GIF, and JPEG. You don't have to worry about file extensions, as the program will locate
all of the files in their original formats. Once you have discovered the problematic file, you will be able to delete the corrupted

files and repair the other files in your system. Even if you can't open the file, you will be able to preview the
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The PDF format is an efficient method of attaching files and sending documents. Everyone knows that this is an excellent
option if you want to upload a lot of data to the Internet or to send an important letter or file. However, PDF doesn't make it
possible to quickly open the document, make corrections, save data or print. If you want to do any of these things, you need to
open the original file in the same format that it was saved in. This is where Tomahawk PDF+ comes into play. Tomahawk
PDF+ is a very easy-to-use tool for creating and editing PDF files. If you are a novice and you want to quickly export content to
PDF, it will suit your needs. It offers a comprehensive set of formatting options and everything is easy to use. You don't need to
spend your time on studying manuals. This tool has a user-friendly interface that allows you to quickly generate PDF
documents. You don't need to worry about the lack of features, as the program offers you all the essentials to create a high-
quality PDF document. The program has been specially designed to create professional-looking PDFs. It allows you to edit text,
apply text effects, change the style and color of the selected elements, shrink or grow the font size, as well as apply a quick
format painter. Also, you can change the paragraph attributes, set a background and borders for the selected paragraphs, insert
bullets or numbering, switch to "Word Wrap" mode (similar to Windows Notepad), increase or decrease indent, as well as set
line spacing. You can also set properties for the selected object, insert files, images, as well as delimited tables, horizontal lines,
hyperlinks, symbols and page breaks. Moreover, you can select a background color and image for the document, and use a tool
to extract a PDF, manage images, extract from CHM files and run a thumbnail wizard. Once you are satisfied with the results,
you can save them in the Tomahawk (TMD), RTF, TXT format, or export them to a PDF document. The program uses a
moderate amount of system resources and there is a well-drawn help file with snapshots. You can also use a search feature, but
there is no auto correct function available. The fact of the matter is that Tomahawk PDF+ doesn't necessarily bring something
new into the world of word processing tools, but it is stable. We definitely recommend it to all

What's New in the?

Tomahawk PDF+ is a word processing tool that allows you to export content in the PDF format. The user interface of the
program is quite common and novices shouldn't have any trouble in learning how to use Tomahawk PDF+. You can change the
font settings (style, size, color, effects), shrink or grow the font by one point, set the text background color and apply a quick
format painter. Also, you can change the paragraph attributes (indents and spacing, tabs, text flow), set borders and backgrounds
for the selected paragraphs, apply or edit bullets or numbering, switch to "Word Wrap" mode (similar to Windows Notepad),
increase or decrease indent, as well as set line spacing. Furthermore, you can select a background color and image for the
document, define properties of the active project, as well as insert files, pictures, delimited tables, horizontal lines, hyperlinks,
symbols and page breaks. Plus, you can use the tool to extract a PDF, manage images, extract from CHM files and run a
thumbnail wizard. Once you are satisfied with the results, you can save them in the Tomahawk (TMD), RTF, TXT format, or
export them to a PDF document. The program uses a moderate amount of system resources and has a well-drawn help file with
snapshots. You can also use a search feature, but there is no auto correct function available. The fact of the matter is that
Tomahawk PDF+ doesn't necessarily bring something new into the world of word processing tools, but it is stable. We definitely
recommend it to all users. Tomahawk PDF+ Review Tomahawk PDF+ is a word processing tool that allows you to export
content in the PDF format. The user interface of the program is quite common and novices shouldn't have any trouble in
learning how to use Tomahawk PDF+. You can change the font settings (style, size, color, effects), shrink or grow the font by
one point, set the text background color and apply a quick format painter. Also, you can change the paragraph attributes (indents
and spacing, tabs, text flow), set borders and backgrounds for the selected paragraphs, apply or edit bullets or numbering, switch
to "Word Wrap" mode (similar to Windows Notepad), increase or decrease indent, as well as set line spacing. Furthermore, you
can select a background color and image for the document, define properties of the active project, as well as insert files,
pictures, delimited tables, horizontal lines, hyperlinks, symbols and page breaks. Plus, you can use the tool to extract a PDF,
manage images, extract from CHM files and run a thumbnail wizard. Once you are satisfied with the results, you can save them
in the Thomahawk (TMD), RTF, TXT format, or export them to a PDF document. The program uses a moderate amount of
system
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon 64 x2 5000+ Memory: 2 GB
DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 6 GB available space Video Card: 256 MB Sound Card: 32-bit DirectX 9.0c-compatible
sound card Recommended: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Phen
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